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Bill Gates Blasted as “Vaccine Criminal” in Italian
Parliament
Billionaire “philanthropist” and population-
control zealot Bill Gates is a criminal
madman who must be arrested and tried for
“crimes against humanity” and attempted
“genocide” through vaccines, according to a
firebrand Italian lawmaker who sent shock
waves around the world. The member of
Parliament also called for Italians to resist
vaccines and Deep State tyranny. Fellow
legislators applauded.

In the impassioned speech on the floor of Italy’s Parliament exposing the Microsoft founder, the
parliamentarian, Sara Cunial of Veneto, charged Gates with a long list of crimes, many involving his
obsession with vaccinations and population reduction. She also argued that Gates and his toadies were
instrumental in shaping the Italian government’s disastrous and totalitarian response to the coronavirus
outbreak that shredded liberty and left many thousands dead.

Within days, the powerful speech had been seen by millions of people worldwide. Establishment sources
tried to ignore it, but some were eventually left attempting to downplay or discredit it. The fake fact-
checking site “Snopes” even tried to claim it was “mostly false” by picking up on one phony headline
claiming the Italian government wanted Gates arrested, and acting like that was the substance of the
criticism.

Apparently MP Cunial’s fury was sparked after Nigerian lawmakers accused Gates, who she said had
numerous conflicts of interest, of trying to bribe them into approving legislation that would force
mandatory vaccines on the population there. Opposition parties in Nigeria blasted the “foreign-
sponsored bill” and called for the speaker to be impeached if he attempted to force it on members
despite the growing resistance.

A key part of the impassioned plea revolved around Gates’ support for forcing mandatory vaccines on
all of humanity. In recent weeks, Gates has repeatedly declared on multiple television programs in the
United States that the world could not go back to normal unless and until virtually everybody on the
planet had been vaccinated with an as-yet undeveloped, experimental vaccine. 

In particular, MP Cunial slammed Gates-funded vaccine schemes that she said had “sterilized millions
of women in African” and paralyzed about 500,000 children in India. The New American magazine has
reported on those incidents, including a Gates-funded United Nations “tetanus vaccination” campaign
in Kenya that was exposed by the Catholic Church as a covert sterilization program.

“Still today, Gates causes more death than the diseases,” she said, stating that genetically engineered
crops (GMOs) were also a scheme backed by Gates and other criminals to sterilize people and reduce
the global population.

Especially concerning, she said, are new mRNA vaccines backed by Gates, which have never been used
before, that would be “tools for reprogramming our immune system.” Indeed, in Foreign Affairs, the
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mouthpiece for the globalist Council on Foreign Relations,Gates boasted about the prospect of editing
people’s DNA using new technologies known as “CRISPR” — all “for good,” of course.

MP Cunial, a member of the populist Five Star Movement with a degree in industrial chemistry, was
especially distressed about the effect of these schemes on innocent children. “It is our children who will
lose more, who are ‘raped souls,’” the popular lawmaker warned, blasting the government’s “child
protection” bureaucracy for its role in the abuse. “In this way, the right to school will be granted only
with a bracelet to get them used to being supervised, to get them used to slavery and involuntary
treatment.”

Speaking to Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte, MP Cunial called for the leader to take action
against Gates or be forever known as the puppet who takes orders from a criminal. “Next time you
receive a phone call from the philanthropist Bill Gates, forward it directly to the International Criminal
Court for crimes against humanity,” she said, perhaps unaware that the UN’s kangaroo court is
controlled by the same Deep State forces that run the Gates-funded WHO and other UN institutions of
“global governance.”

Citing English philosopher Thomas Hobbes, the parliamentarian opened by noting that tyranny cannot
be simply imposed from above, but must be accepted by individuals taught to feel safer by surrendering
their liberty. On that note, she blasted the “corrupt mass media” and its efforts to brainwash and
“anesthetize” the mind, to the point of regulating people’s emotions and feelings.

The Deep State media-induced hysteria has allowed the government to enact Gates-inspired tyrannical
laws and policies that are contributing to mass death, misery, and poverty, she warned. “And, as in the
best regimes, the blame is being put on citizens,” she added. “You take away our freedom and say that
we asked for it. Divide and conquer.”

Of course, it is not just Gates involved in criminal activity, MP Cunial said. Pointing to the Nuremberg
code used to prosecute National Socialists (Nazis), Cunial noted that involuntary medical treatments,
illegal persecution, intimidation, facial-recognition schemes, and other abuses by government officials
endorsed by “dogmatic scientism” were not to be tolerated and must be halted.

Ridiculing Gates as the self-styled “savior of the world,” Cunial suggested that the billionaire might
have actually been involved in unleashing the pandemic. In 2018, she said, Gates “predicted a
pandemic.” Then, the next year, Gates teamed up with the globalist World Economic Forum to host
Event 201 at Johns Hopkins, she noted. This event featured an “imagined” a scenario eerily similar to
what has unfolded in recent months — and participants almost all advocated the very tyrannical
government, censorship, lockdowns, and other abuses now being deployed as the supposed solution.

“For decades, Gates has been working on depopulation and dictatorial control over global politics,” MP
Cunial fumed, adding that the radical billionaire was hoping to achieve dominance over agriculture,
technology, and energy in addition to healthcare. Cunial quoted now-infamous comments from Gates at
a TED talk where he argued that doing a “really great job on new vaccines, healthcare, and
reproductive health services [abortion], we could lower that [population growth worldwide] by perhaps
10 or 15 percent.”

“Only a genocide can save the world,” Cunial said in an effort to summarize Gates’ bizarre views, also
blasting his links to 5G companies and suggesting the technology was part of the plot.

On top of all that, Gates is also trying to monitor and track the entire global population, Cunial warned.
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In particular, she blasted the billionaire’s efforts, including funding on research at MIT, to create and
deploy a “quantum tattoo” put on the skin that would include individuals’ vaccine history and could be
read by a smartphone.

Even more alarming, she noted that the Italian government has been handing over taxpayer money to
“non-profit” organizations such as GAVI created by Gates and his vaccine peddlers.

“On this table there is the entire Deep State, in Italian sauce,” she said, arguing that the globalist Deep
State schemers were using Italian faces and voices to sell the same dangerous agenda being marketed
to people around the world. She identified several prominent Italians involved with Big Pharma and
other Deep State tentacles, and warned that they were indoctrinating the nation’s future doctors while
working to create digital identification schemes to track everyone. Among the Deep State operatives
she cited were Italian attendees at the infamous Bilderberg meetings.

“The real goal of all of this is total control — absolute domination of human beings transformed into
guinea pigs and slaves, violating sovereignty and free will,” she warned, noting that authorities were
not interested in actually helping anyone be healthy through better diets, healthier lifestyles, and so on.
“All this thanks to your tricks and deceptions dressed up as political compromise.”

Cunial ended by promising that Italians would not surrender their freedoms or accept mandatory
coronavirus vaccines peddled by Gates and his minions. “We, the people, will multiply the fires of
resistance in a way that it will not be possible to repress all of us,” she said confidently.

Learn more about Bill Gates and his nefarious agenda and connections here.

Prominent voices in America have also called out Gates and his “obsession” with forcing vaccines on
everyone. “Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic philanthropy that feeds his many vaccine-related
businesses (including Microsoft’s ambition to control a global vaccination ID enterprise) and give him
dictatorial control of global health policy,” explained Robert F. Kennedy in a piece posted last month on
the website of his Children’s Health Defense organization.

Kennedy, a prominent skeptic of vaccines and nephew of slain U.S. President John F. Kennedy, also
echoed recent World Health Organization concerns cited by the Associated Press that found Gates-
funded “vaccine” programs produced massive polio outbreaks around the world drastically
outnumbering cases caused by wild polio. Like Cunial, the health activist cited research showing that
Gates’ vaccine schemes resulted in paralyzing hundreds of thousands of children in India, too.

Activists alarmed by Gates’ fast-growing influence over governments, healthcare systems, media, and
institutions of “global governance” are hoping that lawmakers around the world will be inspired by
Cunial’s very public condemnation. So far, however, with tens of billions of dollars flowing to virtually
every sector including politics, very few have had the courage to speak out against Gates and other
Deep State billionaires.

Gates did not immediately respond to a request via social media for comment. He has not yet made any
public statements about it either.
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